EXPERIMENTS   IN   OPPOSITION
prestige in international affairs than to pursue that policy/
It was likely to do more harm than * the ludicrous perform-
ance of 1924.' What was the Government going to gain by
these murky and muddled methods of diplomacy? Trade?
France recognized the Soviet from the beginning, but there
had been no increase in trade. We should do business with
Russia whether there were diplomatic relations or not, pro-
vided the mutual desire of nations to trade continued to exist.
* I deplore the fact we have not pursued throughout the atti-
tude of the United States. More important than an exchange
of representatives was an exchange of guarantees, because no
doubt within a year we shall find the Foreign Office liberally
bespattered with protests and exhortations to the Soviet
Government to behave itself!'
The Foreign Secretary was like La Fontaine's frog. * He
puffed himself out, he spoke very big and the bigger he spoke
the bigger he grew until at last he cracked, his big words
burst him, and when he came to actual action there was noth-
ing left but a punctured carcass to maintain against the Soviet
Government.* This language was ladylike in comparison
with that used at the Conservative conference about the same
time, which talked freely of Communist Cads and Red
Roubles. It must be admitted that the Soviet Government did
not make matters particularly easy for Mr. Henderson, show-
ing throughout a peculiar insensitiveness to the position of
the Labour Party in this country, and supplying The Times
at regular intervals with the ammunition it urgently needed.
It is interesting to note that Eden asked a number of pertin-
ent questions about a crisis in Manchuria now completely for-
gotten and which died down almost as suddenly as it arose.
The potential aggressor at the end of 1929 was Russia, and
although international action was considered, the difficulty
which Mr. Henderson was forced to stress was that Russia
was not a member of the League. The Conservative line was
to press for the invocation of the Covenant, and we find Eden
joined by Lord Winterton and Sir Kingsley Wood, arguing
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